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The perturbation of a gene in an organism’s genome often causes changes in the organism’s observable properties or phenotypes. It is not obvious a priori whether the simultaneous perturbation of two genes produces a phenotypic change that is easily predictable from the changes caused by individual perturbations. In fact, this is often not the case: the nonlinearity and interdependence between genetic variants in determining phenotypes, also known as epistasis, is a prevalent phenomenon in biological systems. This focus issue presents recent developments in the study of epistasis and genetic interactions, emphasizing the broad implications of this phenomenon in evolutionary biology, functional genomics, and human diseases. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3456057]

A long-standing question in biology is how the instructions written in the heritable blueprint of a living system (its genotype) determine its observable properties (its phenotype).1,2 The genotype-phenotype mapping is important for many reasons, from gaining fundamental understanding of how evolution works,1,3 to uncovering the molecular mechanisms of genetic disease,4,5 and identifying the “Achilles’ heels” of microbial pathogens.6,7 One way of probing this mapping is to study how different versions of the genotype (either naturally occurring or artificially generated) produce different phenotypes.8,9 This focus issue brings together different viewpoints and approaches to understanding epistasis,3,10–12 i.e., the nonlinearities often present in the genotype-phenotype mapping.

To introduce the concept of epistasis, let us start with a highly oversimplified view where the myriad instructions written in a genome can be thought of as discrete, binary units (“genes”), whose values determine an array of quantitative phenotypic traits. Assume for simplicity that an unperturbed organism has all genes set to zero. Single perturbation experiments may then be performed, switching individual genes to the value one. In a “first order” approximation of biology, one may be satisfied with knowing how the perturbation of each gene affects the phenotypes. For example, imagine that gene A exerts some control over metabolic rate, such that switching A from zero to one decreases the metabolic rate by 10%. It may be the case that another gene B influences metabolic rate to the same extent. The first order approximation might still work if the perturbations of multiple genes combine according to a simple, general law. For example, the metabolic rate may be affected additively, so that simultaneous switching of A or B decreases metabolic rate by 20%.

Yet, since the early days of genetics, it is known that living systems can deviate quite dramatically from such a simple linear behavior. An extreme case is one in which the effect of a double perturbation is drastically enhanced relative to the effects of individual perturbations (synergistic effect). In the example above, this may mean that the simultaneous switching of A and B gives a metabolic rate of zero, killing the organism. Or conversely, it may be the case that, even if switching A or B individually causes a 10% reduction in metabolic rate, the combined effect is still a 10% reduction. This is often called an antagonistic effect. Both the synergistic and antagonistic deviations from simple additivity constitute examples of epistasis between genes A and B. One can also say that there is an epistatic (or genetic) interaction between A and B. Note that two epistatically interacting genes do not necessarily have to interact in a physical sense. The “interaction” here means a mutual dependence in determining the phenotypic effects. Taking into account epistasis may be seen as a “second order” approach to biology, one in which effects of pairwise perturbations cannot be simply inferred from individual perturbations, but have to be explicitly evaluated.

Simplified descriptions of genotype-phenotype mapping, such as the one illustrated above, are useful for introducing the concept of epistasis. However, defining, quantifying, and understanding epistasis in real biological systems can be quite a different story, and involves a number of thorny issues. Here we do not aim at a rigorous and comprehensive review of epistasis, better left for several already existing books and reviews.10,11–17 However, we wish to list some of the complications that accompany this concept. (i) First one should remember that, far from the abstraction of binary switches, epistasis was initially discovered through laborious genetics experiments, involving actual breeding of animals, plants, or microbes (see Ref. 10). (ii) While in the above example, interactions are defined between genes that are deliberately perturbed, one should think of epistasis as a pervasive phenomenon that occurs between natural variants of different genes, influencing organismal fitness and evolutionary dynamics.18–21 (iii) Moreover, while in abstract terms, and in some laboratory experiments, it may be feasible to compare two individuals that truly differ in only one or two genes, individuals in a real population will generally differ at a large number of loci in their genomes. In fact, the study of...
epistasis in populations of individuals constitutes almost a discipline on its own, with a strong statistical flavor, and major potential population genetics implications. In the above example, we have assumed an additive behavior as the null hypothesis of how two genes would combine in absence of epistasis. Other null hypotheses (e.g., a multiplicative behavior) are widely employed. This is a debated issue, and the subject of active research. Defining and understanding the baseline of how one would expect perturbations to combine is a key aspect of defining deviations from such null expectation. (v) Epistasis is introduced above in the case where both mutations, as well as their combination, decrease fitness; this does not have to be the case. More complex cases of epistasis can be contemplated and observed, such as sign epistasis, where a mutation could increase or decrease fitness based on the underlying genetic background. Finally, although epistasis is formally defined as a genetic interaction, analogous phenomena occur between pairs of environmental perturbations (such as the combined effects of different drugs) or between genetic and environmental changes (termed genotype-by-environment interactions or $G \times E$).

The study of epistasis has been the subject of ongoing research for more than a hundred years. Recently, the advent of high throughput technologies (such as cheap DNA sequencing and sophisticated robotics) and the increasing awareness that epistasis may play a central role in understanding and fighting genetic and infectious diseases have brought this field to the forefront of multidisciplinary biological research. From a functional genomics perspective, the study of epistasis is motivated by the intuition that the lack of independence entailed by an epistatic interaction conveys useful information about functional relatedness of the interacting genes. In yeast, this intuition was confirmed experimentally by high-throughput studies of synthetic lethality (an extreme case of epistasis where single genes are dispensable, while the double deletion is lethal). Notably, the availability of high-throughput experimental and computational technologies makes it possible to explore simultaneously several epistatic interactions between individual genes, giving rise to epistatic interaction networks.

This capacity to efficiently screen phenotypes for thousands of different mutant strains or chemical perturbations has produced large amounts of genetic interaction data. Organizing these data and interpreting its biological meaning is a nontrivial task. Two articles in this focus issue address the problem of how to organize genetic interaction data into biologically meaningful modules. The contribution by Carter et al. highlights the relevance of information theory to tease out the differences between genetic modules and classically defined pathways. The work by Guo et al. introduces a new recursive maximum-likelihood approach to partition an interaction network into modules, and applies it to a gene-drug interaction data set. Both papers emphasize that research beyond classical clustering algorithms is necessary in order to understand how genetic interactions are organized, and how to gain novel biological and medical insight out of them. While experimental efforts are blooming, several aspects of epistasis are still beyond experimental reach. A notable example is the question of whether the second order biology of pairwise interactions is sufficient to understand the complexity of cellular organization. Genome scale models of metabolism are a good platform for investigating computationally large numbers of enzyme perturbations in search for patterns of epistasis.

In this issue use genome-scale stoichiometric models to search for sets (rather than pairs) of synthetic lethal genes in human metabolism, i.e., sets of genes whose individual effect is negligible, but which can collectively impair cell growth. By implementing a search for minimal cut sets, they map alternative routes in metabolic networks, with potential applications in the study of metabolic disease.

In addition to mapping and interpreting cell-scale genetic interaction networks, it is important to understand how individual epistatic links, or overall trends in epistasis between genes in a system, affect evolutionary adaptation. The relationship between epistasis and evolution has been studied in many different contexts, ranging from the adaptive evolution of viruses to the emergence of recombination and sexual reproduction, often using formal approaches. Since evolution cannot foresee the potential synergistic or antagonistic effects on one mutation on the background of another, the interplay between rate of mutations, population parameters, and epistasis can dramatically affect evolutionary dynamics. A notable, extremely active research area along these lines is the study of antibiotic resistance of microbes. For example, it has been recently found that interactions between drugs may surprisingly reverse the evolution and rise of resistant strains.

In this issue, Dawid et al. explore the connection between epistasis and ruggedness of the fitness landscape in a classical bacterial genetic regulatory network system. In addition to mapping a multipeak fitness landscape based on mutation data, they identify epistatic effects that may play a fundamental role in dictating the adaptation dynamics on this landscape. As addressed by the work by Elena et al., specific patterns of epistasis can be identified in RNA viruses, with predictable evolutionary consequences. In particular, epistasis in RNA viruses seems to be dominated by antagonistic effects, possibly leading to an increase in the cost of mutations (the mutational load).

A fascinating aspect of recent research on epistasis and evolution is the possibility to perform long-term evolutionary adaptation experiments on microbial systems, in order to study evolutionary dynamics and epistasis under controlled laboratory settings, and (almost) arbitrarily tailored selection pressure. Two examples of this type of experiment are reported in this issue. The work by Pena et al. shows that the nonlinearity in the function relating enzyme activity to fitness is sufficient to explain at a population level the dynamics of sweeps and clonal interference seen during adaptation to a changing environment. From a different perspective, Ogbunugafor et al. describe the concept of environmental robustness. By evolving viruses under UV light, they explore the possibility of performing selection for genetic robustness, with potential important consequences in the fight against infectious diseases.

In conclusion, the concept of epistasis captures some key aspects of the nonlinearity of living systems. A combination
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